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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter will present the conclusion of the study and the suggestion. 

This is the last part of the research about expressive speech act from the Fate of 

the Furios movie script. The conclusion in this researcher is as the answer based 

on the formulated research question.  

5.1 Conclusion  

Based on the data analysis and discussion in the chapter V, finally the 

researcher conclude that there are nine kinds of expressive speech act that are 

stated by George Yule and Searle that are stated in the Fate of the Furious movie 

script. Those are five expressions of apologizing, six expressions of thanking, 

thirteen expressions of praising, six expressions of blaming, six expressions of 

welcomig, three expressions of pleasure, six expressions of like, nine expressions 

of dislike, three expressions of sorrow. The kind of expressive act that most often 

appears are praising. The occurence percentage of praising are 22.8 %.   

5.2 Suggestion.  

After the researcher obtains the results of the analysis from the data, I 

would like to contribute some suggestions for the consideration, which are 

significant for the student and future researcher.  
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1. For the Student  

a. Student must be aware with English as International language. So, 

they must learn about English well not from the book material but 

also from novel, film or another literature to make them get deep 

knowledge about English and the culture.  

b. The student should know how to use English in the conversation 

by using proper and appropriate utterance so his/her utterances can 

easily understand by hearer.  

2. For the future researcher.  

Speech act is always an important part of language and communication. 

The researcher must develop their knowledge about the speech act. So, people that 

interest with speech act can learn deeply and clearly about speech act from the 

research. 


